FLOOR machine line
The RWS models are the floor machine line, which are in two versions available. This machines
also have the RUFF modular system with 19 interchangeable winding heads and 10 roller tables
for the largest flexibility. The sturdy construction with highest precision in production and best
quality of material guaranties reliability and very long lifetime of the machines.

FLOOR machine line RWS
Models RWS-GLOBAL, RWS-EVOLUTION, RWS-GLOBAL-SHUTTLE,
RWS-EVO-SHUTTLE, RWS-TAPE, RWS-Evolution-Tape
18 interchangeable heads
9 gear rack heads

RW 33
RW 45-380

1 side slider winding head

RW 50

8 taping heads

RW 33/B,
RW 44-RZ/B

RW 44-1
RW 45-EH

RW 44-1V
RW 44-RZ

RW 45
RW 45-VRZ

RW 45-V

RW 44/1B,
RW 45-VRZ/B

RW 45/B,
RW 45-VRZ/B-380

RW 45-380/BU,

RW 45/BU

RW 333-V
RW 444

RW 333-V-SO
RW 444-P

RW 333-VS1
RW 444-PSR

RW 333-VS2

1 magazine less winding head RW 05-ML

10 interchangeable tables

RW 333
RW 333-V-13

RW 333PML

Capability ranges
wire Ø monofilar

0.4 - 4.5 mm

tape size

9 - 25 mm

wire Ø bifilar
finished core OD

bis 2 x 2.8 mm
65 - 2800 mm

machine size

approx. 1100 x 700 mm
Shuttle: 2000 x 700 mm

finished core ID

up from 25 mm

machine weight

approx. 200 kg

finished core H
compressed air

up to 380 mm
6 bar

Model RWS-Global
The RWS-Global is for standard winding applications. The new NC controller with touch
screen is user friendly and it is very easy to
understand. Just a few inputs are needed for
create a winding program. All standard winding methods are available e.g.: Tape-/Wire
winding, Index, Reverse winding. Several
winding sequences can be written in one
winding program. So for example different
pitch and index etc. More than 200 programs
controller

5.7” monochrom touchpanel

language
winding head

all Latin characters
three phase motor with inverter

roller table
supply voltage

servo motor
1 PH / 230 V / 16 A
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can be saved on this
control. All languages in
Latin characters
are available on
this controller.
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